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The Troyes Manuscript: 
Technology and Design in Fifteenth-Century Tapestry 
Tina Kane 
Introduction 
The question I am considering is a general one: how were medieval tapestries designed 
and produced? While we know how they were woven, less is known about the design 
process. One of the primary sources for what we do know comes from a fifteenth-century 
manuscript discovered by a French scholar, Ph. Guignard, in Troyes in the mid-nineteenth 
century. By examining this manuscript we can see some of the elements involved in the 
technology and design of fifteenth-century French tapestries. We begin, then, with the 
manuscript itself which, for this study, I have translated from the medieval French. 
The Troyes manuscript was first published in a journal in 1849-1850 and later printed 
as a monograph in 1851. The original author is unknown. The full title is Memoires 
Fournis aux Peintres Charges d'Executer fes Cartons d'une Tapisserie Destinee a fa 
Coltegiale St. Urbain de Troyes, Representant les Legendes de St. Urbain et de Ste Cecile 
["Directives furnished to painters commissioned to execute cartoons of a tapestry destined 
for the basilica of Saint Urban ofTroyes, representing the legends of Saint Urban and Saint 
Cecilia."] I The Directives is quite unique in the historical annals of tapestry, and, as a 
result, has been cited by tapestry historians from the late nineteenth century to the 
present.2 
The monograph has three parts. It begins with an introduction by Guignard and is 
followed by two primary sources: (1) a section of excerpts from the financial records of a 
church in Troyes that had commissioned a set of tapestries in 1416; and (2) a complete set 
of instructions ("Directives") to the cartoon painters, written sometime after 1483, for 
another set of tapestries. 
The years during which these records were written span a period of great activity in 
the production of pictorial tapestry in France. This period began in the previous century, 
in 1370, with a set of tapestries commissioned by the Duc d'Anjou in Angers, portraying 
the Apocalypse oISt. John from the New Testament. It is the first set of tapestries we 
know of that is designed to represent a full narrative cycle based on a text, and, as such, is 
a model for the type of tapestries we are considering here. S1. John, as Biblical author, is 
depicted throughout the tapestries, often in his tower at the beginning of a panel. There 
are remnants of script left that described the actions taking place,3 which is typical of 
many narrative tapestries from that time. The Apocalypse Tapestries are now in the 
Cathedral at Angers and measure approximately 430 ft. long by 16.5 ft. high.4 
The remarkably high level of technical skilJ and artistic sensibility in these tapestries 
raises the question, where did the skilled weavers come from to produce such tapestries? 
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The archives of the craft guilds are of little help, providing only provocative details and 
difficult-to-define tenns.5 Because of the nature of these records, the origins of European 
pictorial tapestry are as intriguing as they are obscure. With so much uncertain, it is 
particularly notable that we have, in the Troyes manuscript, detailed descriptions of the 
process of design and production. 
The Directives 
There is no record that the tapestries described in the Directives (the written 
instructions on which the cartoons would be based) were ever woven. The tapestries were 
to be a series depicting the lives ofSt. Urban and St. Cecilia and were to hang in the choir 
ofthe Basilica of St. Urban in Troyes. The Directives divide the story into twenty-two 
episodes which were to be represented in six draps or tapestry panels. 
Since the tapestries in question were not woven, I have selected a similar set of choir 
tapestries for comparison.6 They hang in the Cluny Museum in Paris and are entitled the 
Ltfe (!j.':.'l. Stephen o./Auxerre. They were woven in the last quarter of the fifteenth century 
for the Cathedral of Auxerre, but it is not known where or by whom.7 
Figure I Arrestalion et lapidation de Sainll~'lielllle [Arrest and stoning of Saint Stephen]. 1.69 m. 
x 3.9 m. Photo: Courtesy ofMusee National du Moyen Age Therrnes et Hotel de Cluny, Paris. 
The typical format of choir tapestries from this period can be seen in Figure I above. 
The horizon is high, there is almost no empty space, and the scenes, or episodes, are 
divided by either columns (referred to as tabernacles) or trees which otten carry the coat of 
anns of the donors. There is a descriptive text below each scene and the most important 
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figures are named. The St. Stephen set contains twenty-three episodes distributed over 
twelve separate tapestries panels. The number of figures in each tapestry ranges from 
between twenty-seven to thirty-eight. 8 The Directives gives us a unique insight into the 
question Guignard poses in his introduction when he asks. "how [did] the artists arrange 
the figures in these immense scenes, with hundreds of characters, whose actions contain 
entire histories?"9 
The Directives begin as follows: 
MEMOIRE pour l'ordonnance des hystoires et misteres qu'ilz seront eontenus, 
jaiets et protraiets en une tapisserie, ou nottement sera demonstree, et par eseript 
declaree. la vie, !egende et devote eonversaci"on du glorieux sainet Urbain, martir et 
premier Pape de ee nom. 
[Directives for the commission of the histories and mysteries that will be 
contained, made, and portrayed in a tapestry where notably will be demonstrated 
and by script declared the life, legend, and devout ways of the glorious Saint 
Urban, martyr and first Pope of this name.] 
In the first tapestry, the story was meant to proceed from Urban's early life to his 
election as Pope and go on to show his energetic conversion of many pagans, foremost of 
whom was Cecilia. The remaining five tapestries were to tell Cecilia's story: her marriage 
and the subsequent conversion of her husband and his brother; Urban's and Cecilia's 
campaign to convert Roman pagans to Christianity; and the persecution and martyrdom of 
the two saints at the hands of the Romans. 
The Troyes Directives are ninety-five pages long, calling for the depiction of hundreds 
of characters, which the author has garnered by working closely with five separate Latin 
versions of the legend. 1O At the end of each scene the author has composed a verse which 
was to be woven underneath the images explaining the events, as in the S1. Stephen panel 
above. There were six folio copies of the Directives, suggesting to Guignard that they 
were intended for six painters who would be collaborating on the design. 
The instructions given the cartoon designers are very specific in some instances, and in 
others a great deal is left to their discretion. For instanC,e, the Directives indicate to the 
painters which characters will be in each scene (and which people to name); what these 
people are to be wearing and doing and in what sort of setting, oro-as is usually the case, 
in what kind of tabernacle; and, finally, what the principal mystery is in each sequence. 
Some scenes have less precise instructions where, for instance, it is simply stated that an 
unspecified number of particular characters are needed, or that people are dressed either 
nobly or simply. Exact color is rarely indicated. 
However, one thing the Directives specify most clearly is the facial expressions of the 
characters. In fact, these directives most resemble instructions for actors on a stage or in a 
film. Indeed, in the St. Urban Directives the scenes are called, in French, mysteres. a term 
closely associated with medieval drama. When, for example, angels appear, which is quite 
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frequent, the person seeing the angel is to be shown .Ill/sun, grunde admirucion en Ie 
regard ant, or "looking at him with great admiration." I I Or when Almachus, the Roman 
provost, is to be seen threatening Christians it is directed that he should be: jaisant 
maniere de .tremir les dens ainsi que ung ~})(m. or "baring his teeth like a lion." 12 The 
Directives at times are almost humorous, having a distinctive blend of naivete and 
sophistication. 
To get the full flavor of these Directives, we can look at one of the main scenes, the 
martyrdom of St. Cecilia, in its totality. 13 This is the principal scene in the seventh 
tabernacle of the fourth tapestry (in my translation): 
And furthermore, for the principal mystery of this present history will be made 
and portrayed a domestic tabernacle in which will be the said Almachus dressed 
and clothed as previously, with his counselors and [other] people, as previously 
already described and ordered. And before him will be the said St. Cecilia, stripped 
naked in a large cauldron, full of water over a burning fire, and around the said 
cauldron will be three or four tyrants who will be in the process of continually 
putting wood on the burning fire, and others blowing on and feeding the said fire 
with great breaths. And the said S1. Cecilia will be completely happy and healthy 
in the said boiling water, and in the attitude of rendering homage and praise to God~ 
at which the said Almachus and his people are looking with great admiration. And 
in the same place will be holy Jesus Christ, as if in a cloud in the sky, making a siblJ1 
of benediction upon her. All this to accomplish the truth of the text. And below 
these three mysteries, reduced to one history, will be written the following verse. 
There follows a verse of eight lines. The next tapestry portrays Cecilia's partial 
decapitation and continued miraculous survival. The ease with which the miraculous and 
the ordinary seem casually to interact is another characteristic of the Directives and a 
particular charm of these tapestries. 
The St. Magdalen Accounts· 
Having considered the element of desiblJ1 in the Directives, we can move now to matters 
of technology. In his monograph, Guignard has printed a short section of extracts from the 
financial accounts ofthe Church of the Madeleine in Troyes, from the years 1416 to 1430. 
These extracts are a record of payments made to various people involved in the creation 
and production of an earlier set of choir tapestries depicting the life of the patron saint of 
the church, St. Magdalen. Although there are gaps in the records, they give a clear account 
of the various steps involved in the production. Guignard believed that the tapestry of St. 
Urban and Cecilia would have been produced in a similar fashion. 14 
The format of the records is an account book. 
Item, afrere Didier pour uvoir haillie par escriptl'ystoire d'un des drups de la vie 
de fa Magdelaine lOs I. 
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[Item, to brother Didier for having written the history for one of the hangings of 
the life of Magdalen, 10 sols total] 
Item, a Jaquet fe pointre, pour avoir fait ou mays de novembre un petit patron en 
papier touchant fa vie de fa vie de fa Magdefeine, lOs t. 
[Item, to Jaquet the painter, for having made in the month of November a petit 
patron (sketch) on paper concerning the life of the Magdalen 10 sols total] 
item, pour Ie vin de fa marchandise faicte ou moys de novembre 1426 par les 
marrigliers, jrere Didier et M. Jehan Fagot, a Thibaut Climent du second drap de 
haute fiche de la vie de Madame saincte Magdelaine, qui jut beu en disnant, auquel 
Jut despendu pour tout, 35s 7d t. 
[Item, for the wine of the transaction made in the month of November 1426 by the 
churchwardens, brother Didier and Mr. Jehan Fagot, to Thibault Climent for the 
second piece of the high warp tapestry of the life of Madame St. Magdelan, which 
was drunk while talking, to which was spent for all, 35 sols 7 deniers total} 
Item, a la cousturi£~re Poinsete, qui a as.'Iembfee les draps dont on a jait Ie patron 
dudit second drap, pourji/e et pour sa poine, 3s 6d t. 
[Item, to the seamstress Poinsete, who as'sembled the cloths on which were made 
the patron (cartoon) of the second cloth, for thread, and for her trouble, 
3 sols 6 deniers total.] 
Item, a Jaquet Ie pointre, pour avoir jait Ie patron dudit second drap, par marche 
fait a lui, et pour Ie vin du dit march ie, paie 115 s 
[Item, to Jaquet the painter for having made the patron of the second hanging, for 
his business, and for the wine of the said transaction, paid 115 sols] 
Item, pour Ie vin donne au neveu Thibaut Climent, qui a Jait les draps de haute fiche 
de la vie de Madame saincte Magdeleine, 3s 4d t 
[Item, for the wine given to the nephew (ot) Thibaut Climent, who has made the 
high warp hangings of the life of Madame St. Magdalen, 3 sols 4 deniers ]15 
In spite of gaps, we can piece together the different steps involved. The itemized 
accounts give us a picture of a collaboration. First there is Brother Didier, a Jacobin 
brother, who is responsible for organizing and writing the Directives. The records also 
indicate that he oversees the whole process of production. Then there is Jaquet, the 
painter, who produces a petit patron (or sketch) on paper based on Brother Didier's 
writings. The next phase is done by Poinsette and her chamber maid, who sew together 
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the heavy linen cloths (or, as they are sometimes called, the bed sheets) for the cartoon. 
Jaquet, the painter, assisted by Symon the illuminator, then enlarges the sketches to their 
full size, painting them on the seamed linen, with distemper or tempera, perhaps first 
drawing with charcoal or chalk. 16 Thibaut Climent and his nephew are responsible for the 
actual weaving ofthe tapestries. The records also give clear accounts of liberal amounts of 
wine drunk during discussions by Brother Didier, Jaquet, Symon, Thibaut Climent and his 
nephew. In fact, the wine accounts for some of the larger expenses in the process. It may 
have also been used as partial payment. 
When each piece of tapestry is finished it is given to Poinsette and her chambennaid 
for lining and attaching cords for hanging. Finally, we are told that Bertram, the metal 
worker, makes iron hooks and fastens them to beams made by Odot, the cabinet maker, 
from which the six tapestries are to be hung. 
For a better understanding of these steps we will now look at both a petit patron and a 
patron-that is, a sketch on paper and a full-scale cartoon. Fortunately, one series of 
sketches, or petits patrons, has survived from the fifteenth century for another set of 
tapestries (albeit ofa very different style), portraying scenes from the Trojan war. They 
are attributed to the Coetivy Master, and date from between 1460 and 1465. These are 
pen and wash drawings, rendered in chiaroscuro. The only color indications are blues and 
reds. They are well knovm and can be seen in the Cabinet des Dessins at the Louvre. 
Figure 2 !.a (/uerre de lh)ie. ('omhal d'Agamen1l1ol1 et d:4chille col1lre Hector'; t'me haf(tille Fers 
1465 Ecole Flamande (l5e siec/e); Tournai (atelier de) [The Trojan War, Combat of Agamemnon 
and of Achilles against Hector fourth battle, ca. 1465 Flemish school (15th C.); Tournai (workshop 
ot)] Louvre DAG. c. 24 x 36 cm. Photo RMN- J.G. Berizzi 
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The word cartoon, cartone in Italian, means"heavy paper." Use of cartone became 
common practice in the middle of the fifteenth century for fresco designs. 17 Tapestry and 
fresco cartoons were generally painted on strips of heavy paper. The patrons for the 
Magdelan tapestries were painted on linen fabric that had been joined together. A. s. 
Cavallo mentions that cloth tapestry cartoons were hung as a substitute for the precious 
tapestries, which were only viewed on special occasions.18 To my knowledge, no cloth 
patron has survived from this period. 
The earliest fragment of a tapestry cartoon I know of, dates from a later period, the first 
part of the sixteenth century. It consists of several sheets of paper which have been glued 
to linen. It is exhibited in the Museum of the Hotel de Ville in Brussels, and is believed to 
have been painted by Pieter Coecke van Aelst.19 It is of interest that there are indications 
of color written in Flemish on the cartoon. However it is not known if they were added 
when the cartoon was re-used for one of the later editions of the tapestry series which 
depicts episodes from the life of St. Paul. The tapestry and cartoon show St. Paul's 
decapitation. The tapestry shown below (Figure 4), for purposes of comparison, is also in 
the Hotel de Ville in Brussels, and is a seventeenth-century edition based on Coecke's 
cartoon. 
Figure 3. Tapestry cartoon 
"The Decapitation of St. Paul" 
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Figure 4. Tapestry based on the cartoon 
Photos: courtesy of "City Museum of 
Brussels-Maison du Roi" 
In contrast to this lack of specification, the famous Raphael cartoons for the Vatican 
tapestries, painted in 1515, are very precise on details of design and color, signaling the 
beginning of a period of tapestry increasingly concerned with replicating painterly detail, 
and hence limiting the interpretive input of the weavers. Note the image on the cartoon 
above is reversed in the tapestry because it was woven on a horizontal loom, backwards. 
The strips of the cartoon were placed underneath the warp and the weavers worked from 
the back of the tapestry. 
Conclusion 
Having examined the Troyes manuscript in some detail, we are in a position now to 
say something about the relationship between design and technology in medieval tapestry. 
Our conclusions are necessarily provisional because of the dearth of source material, but-
extrapolating from the Troyes manuscript-some general statements can be ventured. 
In the first place, we can discern four distinct phases in the production of tapestries: 
(I) directives, or written instructions; (2) petit patrons, or sketches; (3) patrons, or 
cartoons; and finally, (4) the weaving.20 I would like to denote these phases as 
"technologies," since each step requires a different physical medium. That is, we move 
from a written narrative text to drawing with pen and wash on paper to painting on linen 
to the weaving of fabric. Each of these four technologies (text, drawing, full scale painting, 
weaving) also involves a separate stage of design. As we have seen, the narrative text 
designates the sequence of events as well as quite specific visual characteristics. The 
sketches then translate the text into image, incorporating the features required by the 
directive, but also adding elements of style independently. The cartoon paintings, not 
always painted by the same hand as the initial sketches,21 add a further level of design, in 
rendering the sketches to scale and contributing greater detail.22 Finally, to move from 
painting to woven fabric necessarily entails additional major design decisions, for both 
technological and aesthetic reasons.23 
What we have, then, is a mapping of design onto technology: since each medium 
involves a mediation, the various stages of production are also stages of design. This close 
relationship between technology and design is emblematic of the high degree of 
collaboration that medieval tapestry production entailed-what Cavallo, in his recent 
publication on the Metropolitan's Unicorn Tapestries, refers to as a process of "industrial 
teamwork."24 If we recall, for instance, the convivial sessions indicated in the Troyes 
manuscript where the author, the painters, and the weavers got together over wine, then 
we can easily imagine how questions of design might well have played a part in their 
discussions. In addition, the existence of six folio copies of the Directives~estined for 
six separate painters involved in the production of the cartoons--indicates a procedure of 
collaborative design. But whether design was always directly collaborative or not, the 
Troyes manuscript at the very least provides clear evidence of a sophisticated system of 
collaboration in the production of tapestry. 
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Figure 5 La trallslatioll des reliqlles a ('ollslalllil1ople: I'emharquement. Telllilre tit' Sf. /·jiefllle. 
Bru.\~ .. els vers /50() [Relics are taken to Constantinople: the departure. Tapestry ofSt. Stephen, 
Brussels, ca. 1500] I. 78 x 5.73 m. Photo: Cour.tesy of Musee National du Moyen Age Thermes 
et Hotel de Cluny, Paris 
That said, there is a further conclusion I think we can draw. The initial impulse for 
many tapestries of this period comes from text, and we cannot fail to notice the 
importance given to the role of text or script. We could think of text as a design element in 
tapestry, but its primary role is didactic. The tapestries were meant to instruct, as well as 
delight and inspire the viewer, and the texts were part of that teaching process. The 
prevalence of script in the tapestries takes us back, of course, to the Directives, where 
specific indications were given about the use of text. The Directives were themselves 
narratives, and this centrality of narrative in such tapestries could be said to retlect the 
extraordinary authority of the text in medieval society in general. Ifit was written, it was 
true. Given this high valuation of text, the fact that tapestry could so readily 
accommodate legible text in its design underwrote tapestry's importance as high art. The 
Troyes Directives remind us that, in this period, tapestry which begins in text never loses 
sight of it. We might say that in this period of medieval tapestry text and textile come full 
circle, as the etymology of the word "text" suggests: it derives from the Latin "textum," 
meaning "a woven fabric." 
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